Introduction to a Growth Mindset
What is Mindset?
Carol Dweck, world-renowned Stanford University psychologist, conducted decades of research on student
motivation and achievement and discovered there are two mindsets, or beliefs, that greatly impact
motivation, learning, and success: fixed mindset and growth mindset.

Fixed Mindset
the belief that
intelligence, abilities,
and talents are fixed

Mixed Mindset

Growth Mindset
the belief that
intelligence, abilities,
and talents are
malleable

Why is it important?
Research shows that people with a growth mindset reach higher levels of success than people with a fixed
mindset. Teaching a growth mindset creates motivation and productivity in the worlds of business,
education, and sports. It also enhances relationships and increases overall achievement and success.

Fixed Mindset
•Avoid challenges
•Focus on performance goals (proving ability)
•Become easily frustrated
•Seek praise rather than advice
•Employ minimal learning strategies
•Attribute mistakes and failure to their level of
intelligence
•Give up easily in the face of setbacks and
obstacles
•See effort and hard work as a waste of time
•Are threatened by others’ success
•I'm a failure. (identity)

Growth Mindset
•Embrace challenges
•Focus on learning goals (improving ability)
•View struggle as an opportunity to learn
•Seek advice and view criticism as a vehicle for
improvement
•Employ a variety of learning strategies
•View mistakes and failures as opportunities to
learn and grow
•Persevere in the face of setbacks and obstacles
•See effort and hard work as the path to learning
•Are inspired by the success of others
•I failed. (action)

How can you support a growth mindset?
The most important thing you can do to cultivate a growth mindset is to praise your students or child for
effort (process praise) rather than talent (person praise). Messages like “You learned that so quickly” and
“You’re so smart!” teach students that effort is a sign of weakness. On the other hand, messages such as
“I like the way you approached that problem,” or “that seemed too easy for you, let’s do something more
challenging”, teaches students that effort and hard work allow them to move forward in their potential and
grow.
A fixed mindset message says, “You have permanent traits and I’m judging them.”
A growth mindset message says, “You are a developing person and I am interested in your development.”
Some information retrieved from: www.mindsetworks.com
For more information, contact Kendra Coates, MAT, MS, D.Ed. Student
kendrajcoates@gmail.com; kendrajcoates@mindsetworks.com

Growth Mindset Resources
Books















Raising Happiness by Christine Carter
The Talent Code: Greatness Isn’t Born. It’s Grown. Here’s How. by Daniel Coyle
Mindset: The New Psychology of Success by Carol Dweck
Brain Rules for Babies by John Medina
Brain Rules by John Medina
The Whole Brain Child by Daniel Siegel and Tina Payne Bryson
Drive by Daniel Pink
A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the Future by Daniel Pink
Mindsets in the Classroom by Mary Cay Ricci
Flourish by Martin Seligman
How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character by Paul Tough
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell
NurtureShock: New Thinking About Children by Po Bronson and Ashley Merryman
Switch by Chip an Dan Heath
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Reports
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Growth Mindset Instructional Programs (available at www.mindsetworks.com)
 Brainology
 Growing Early Mindsets (GEM): coming fall of 2014
 SciSkill Quest (SSQ): coming fall of 2015
Websites
www.mindsetworks.com
http://community.mindsetworks.com
www.mindsetonline.com
http://www.edutopia.org/resilience-grit-resources
www.letitripple.org
www.brainrules.net
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